Hunch Template
Before using this template ensure you’ve read the Toolkit and adapt this template based on how your team intends to do their Hunchwork.
Considerations:
How can you express your views in a way that opens up thinking about practices?
How can you create the conditions that build curiosity (not defensiveness)?
How do you ensure that when developing hunches, you focus on the areas over which you have control (rather than blame the parents, the system, the learners
or anyone else)?
How will you develop fairly quick ways to test out your hunches?
How might you involve learners and their families as you check out your hunches?
What is/are your collaborative learner challenge(s)? Which one(s) will have the most impact if we tackle them? Which one(s) will you therefore prioritise for the
team inquiry process?
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Learner Challenge: (insert here)
Our practices attached to the challenge or problem:

Our reasons for using those practices: (5 Whys)

Follow up Questions/Actions (Record any questions here that came up in your conversations / hunches - identify the follow up action and which phase of Spirals
it involves)
Find out more about… (learning) - take a bookclub approach to initial new learning
Change my practice to…(Action
Ask learners/whānau…(scanning)
Action Plan following up Hunching
Follow up activity/question (from above tables)

Who

By When

Notes / Feedback
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